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How Did We Do Today And What Can
We Do Better Tomorrow?
If your business is operating in the dark, efficiency and
productivity can’t be measured or increased. mobi’s analytics
software sheds light on your investments and highlights key metrics based on a comparison of your
planned routes and actual GPS data from your vehicles.
With reliable, actionable information about your operations, you can 5discover the impact your
customers and drivers have on your revenue and cost for any given day. By understanding how you
performed today, you can decide where to improve tomorrow.
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5
View detailed
cost data

Grow your
bottom line

Identify
revenue per
driver

Analyze daily
performance

1

1

4
Instantly see what
went wrong

Make informed
decisions
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Make GPS Data Usable
Understand what really happened yesterday
and how much it cost you

4
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Compare Plan vs Actual



Scorecard Analytics



Drive Improvements



Detailed Insight

Variances from a plan immediately show if
resources are achieving capacity or missing
the mark

Detailed driver scorecards show trip details
and variance from daily plans

Identify (un)planned stops and visit duration
to determine productivity

Hierarchy allows you to drill down from
territories into branches and even drivers

.Result



®

Drive Productivity

Actual Revenue
$58,000.00
Planned Revenue $83,501.43

mobi.Result shows you where and why deviations occurred
between planning and execution with extensive dashboard
views of revenue, cost, and visit details. By turning raw GPS
data into actionable information, you can see how your
investments in personnel, equipment, time, and money are influencing your bottom line.
Our analytics dashboards display key metrics to identify gains and losses so you can clearly see
where and why things didn’t go according to plan.

Improving Business

Understand who your
most valuable
customers are

Recognize leaders
across the organization

Identify high risk
employees

Determine if you’re
generating revenue
according to plan

The mobi Difference
June
Jun

mobi’s software solutions are flexible, giving
you the ability to select applications that
support your specific business needs and goals.
Our modular products seamlessly connect to
your existing applications.
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About mobi
Founded in 1996, mobi’s location-based solutions and
analytics help businesses drive down costs, increase
customer satisfaction and improve productivity.
®


1.877.943.9433
info@mobicorp.com
www.mobicorp.com

steers businesses to a more profitable future.

